150 min/450 max. from finished grade to top of cone or slab top.
1 no. 1" grade ring permitted per manhole assembly.

Manhole frame & cover pattern to be approved

Conical top/slab top as directed by the engineer.

Precast reinforced concrete barrel

Polypropylene steel reinforced or 20# galvanized steel cast in wall of barrel spaced at 400

Min. 150 depth of compacted 20mm dia. granular under all manhole bases.

One "scaffold rung" opposite ladder

Poured in place or precast base and benching

Section 'A-A'

Notes:
1. All precast manholes must conform to ASTM C478.
2. All concrete shall have 28 day strength of 27.5 MPa. Benching to utilize type 50 cement.
3. An O-ring rubber gasket or butyl rubber sealant (or respective approved alternate) is to be installed at each barrel joint in accordance with manufacturer's recommendations.
4. All barrel joints are to be mortared on the outside.
5. Form flow through in partially set concrete & trowel smooth.
6. All dimensions given in millimetres.
7. Max. distance from rim to top rung is 700mm.
8. Backfill with select native or imported granular material.
9. Drop to be constructed from same materials as pipe.
10. Slab tops shall be used when the distance from the bottom of the rings to the MH base is less than 2.2 m.
11. In situations where grade rings exceed max. 450mm, a barrel section is to be used.
12. Access to manhole to be located over main inlet.

Drop manhole detail
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